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Abstract

Ceramic and metallic three way catalytic converters have been compared to assess the influence of the substrate geometrical and phy-
sical parameters on the exhaust gas conversions for several vehicle operating conditions. Both catalysts were placed on a vehicle equipped
with a 2.8 l DOHC V6 spark ignition engine that was tested on a chassis dynamometer under steady state conditions for several engine
speeds and loads. The data obtained include exhaust gas species concentrations and temperature taken both upstream and downstream
of the catalytic converter, as well as temperatures in various locations within the substrate of the catalysts. The experimental data
revealed that: (i) at low space velocities, the ceramic substrate presents better conversions, particularly for HC and CO, as compared
to the metallic substrate, possibly because of its lower thermal conductivity which facilitates local ignition; (ii) at high space velocities,
the metallic substrate presents better conversions, as compared to the ceramic substrate, mainly because of its larger geometric surface
area and lower transverse Peclet number; and (iii) in general, the HC conversion for small space velocities is kinetically controlled while
for high space velocities it is mass transfer limited; both limitations are less pronounced for the CO conversion and insignificant for the
NOx conversion.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Exhaust gas emitted from vehicles contains many com-
ponents that contribute to air pollution, namely carbon
monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC) and nitrogen oxides
(NOx). Catalytic converters have been used in engine
exhaust after treatment systems for more than two decades
to reduce pollutant emissions. Recent studies reviewed the
current state of the art of automotive exhaust catalysis,
emphasizing some perspectives for further improvements
[1–5]. Currently, the three way catalytic converters
(TWC) used in vehicles are able to reduce the CO, HC
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and NOx emissions by about 95% provided the electronic
engine management and operating temperatures are ade-
quate. However, the operating conditions of the catalytic
converters vary extremely with the driving mode of the
vehicles. In fact, conversion efficiencies of catalytic conver-
ters are strongly affected by vehicle operating conditions
that lead to variations in the concentrations of the chemical
gas species, temperature and mass flow rate at the catalyst
inlet. Additionally, conversions depend on the catalyst type
used, its size and its location in the exhaust after treatment
system.

In regard to the catalyst type, the two most common
products available in the market are ceramic and metallic
substrates [4]. At present, the monolith is the common
option for most of the environmental applications where
high flow rates and low pressure drop are required. In spite
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of extruded ceramic monoliths being the most widely used
substrate material, mainly because of its relatively low
manufacturing costs [6], foil metallic monolith substrates
are becoming more fashionable. Both substrates have rela-
tively low porosity that makes them unsuitable as a catalyst
support. To overcome this, a thin layer of a porous mate-
rial is applied to the channel walls. This layer (typically
about 20–150 lm thick) is referred to as washcoat. A com-
monly used washcoat material is c-Al2O3 with a surface
area of about 100 m2/g. A useful review on the preparation
technologies for coating ceramic and metallic monoliths
may be found in Nijhuis et al. [7] and Avilla et al. [8].

The most important mechanical properties of automo-
tive converter substrates are the thermal shock resistance
and the coefficient of thermal expansion. In automotive
applications, ceramic monoliths are mainly made from syn-
thetic cordierite (2MgO 2Al2O3 5SiO2 – 14% MgO, 35%
Al2O3 and 51% SiO2) that has a remarkably low thermal
expansion coefficient and is highly resistant to fracture
due to thermal shock [9]. Cordierite has high melting tem-
peratures, around 1450 �C, and is also resistant to
oxidation.

Currently, different cell shapes are commonly used in
both metal and ceramic substrates: sinusoidal, triangular,
square and hexagonal. A great advantage of the metal sub-
strates is that the cell shape is produced in a pre-production
step and can be easily modified. A typical metal substrate
has a sinusoidal cell that is characterized by the width to
height ratio. Initial extensive use of the ceramic monoliths
has started in the mid-1970s when the catalytic converters
were installed in new vehicles in the USA [6]. Up to
1980, all automobile manufacturers used ceramic mono-
liths in their catalytic converters [6]. Metallic monoliths
became available in the early 1990s. Because of their high
open frontal areas, approaching 90%, the metallic mono-
liths provide higher geometric surface area while offering
lower resistance to flow, i.e. back pressure. Furthermore,
metallic monoliths are being used extensively in close cou-
pled applications due to their higher thermal conductivity
that guarantees more uniform temperature distribution
between the monolith channels as compared to that of
ceramic monoliths.

In metallic monoliths, the coefficient of thermal expan-
sion is much greater than that in ceramic monoliths, and
therefore, they require special bonding techniques to pro-
duce an adherent washcoat. For applications where high
temperatures are experienced, as in close coupled automo-
tive catalyst, metals such as Fecralloy (73% Fe, 20% Cr, 5%
Al plus small amounts of Ni and Si), with a melting tem-
perature up to 1500 �C, are used [6]. Metallic monoliths
can be designed with a metal shell or shroud welded around
the monolith structure and, thus, serves as the can. This
design allows the monolith and its shroud to be directly
welded into the metal exhaust system [6,8].

In regard to the physical proprieties, metallic substrates
have low specific heat capacity [10]; however, ceramic subs-
trates present low density and thermal conductivity. As
for the thermal and mechanical proprieties, metallic subs-
trates allow its utilization closer to the engine, which is
essential to improved conversions during cold start condi-
tions. Ceramic and metallic monoliths can be constructed
with protrusions in the channel to enhance turbulence
and thereby increase mass transfer to the walls of the chan-
nel upon which the catalyst is deposited. In this respect,
metallic catalyst substrates present some advantages for
construction of channels with corrugated foils for the next
generation of catalyst types, the so called turbulent catalyst
[11].

Several studies on the physical and transport properties
of metallic and ceramic catalysts are available in the litera-
ture [12–17]. Pfalzgraf et al. [12] show that metallic subs-
trates have lower back pressure than ceramic substrates
of the same size, due to its higher open frontal area. In
regard to the back pressure, it is consensual among investi-
gators that metallic substrates present advantages relative
to ceramic substrates. As for the catalytic converter conver-
sions, despite the wide range of experimental and numerical
studies available in the literature, they do not disclose the
conversions of metallic and ceramic substrates for different
engine operating conditions because the data available
have been obtained for standard test cycle conditions, such
as the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) test cycle.

Based on the data obtained for the FTP test cycle, Day
and Socha [13] found a marginal advantage associated with
operation with metallic substrates. Pfalzgraf et al. [12] com-
pared a variety of metallic and ceramic catalysts at con-
stant precious metal loading, but they have not compared
the performance of metallic and ceramic catalysts of equal
cell density, as has been done in the present work. Based on
the results obtained for the FTP test cycle, Pfalzgraf et al.
[12] concluded that the substrate material is not a signifi-
cant contributor to the overall converter performance.

Studies conducted by Umehara et al. [14] and Schimdt
et al. [15] with ceramic substrates demonstrated the benefits
to the conversions of increasing geometric surface area by
means of both increasing cell density and reducing thermal
mass with thin walls. Umehara et al. [16] found that the
effect of cell density varies with the exhaust conditions.
Specifically, they found that increasing the geometric sur-
face area is more important under high exhaust flow condi-
tions. Moreover, these authors also concluded that high
geometric surface area favors high conversion of pollutants
when the conversion rate is controlled by bulk mass
transfer.

Pannone and Muller [17] tested metallic and ceramic
catalyst systems with the same volume and cells density –
93 c/cm2 (600 cpsi) – over the three phases of the FTP test
cycle. Their results showed that square cell ceramic sub-
strates provide superior conversions as compared to equi-
valent cell density metallic substrates. However, these bene-
fits have not been universally observed by other authors.

In spite of the studies referred to above, there is a lack of
exhaust gas conversion data for different catalyst types as a
function of space velocities that correspond to real engine



Table 2
Main technical attributes of the catalysts studied

(a) Geometrical proprieties

Substrate type Sinusoidal cell
metallic
(TWC-M)

Square cell
ceramic
(TWC-C)

Cell density (cells/cm2) 62 (400 cpsi) 62 (400 cpsi)
Substrate dimensions

(mm)
Diameter = 127;
L = 120

Diameter = 127;
L = 20

Catalyst volume (dm3) 1.52 1.52
Uncoated geometric

surface area (m2/m3)
3684 2740

Coated geometric
surface area (m2/m3)

3220 2526

Uncoated wall thickness
(mm)

0.0508
(2 mil)

0.1651
(6.5 mil)

Mean washcoat
thickness (mm)

0.019 0.025

Open frontal area
uncoated (%)

89.3 75.7

Open frontal area
coated (%)

82.6 69.0

Cell hydraulic diameter
uncoated (mm)

0.9694 1.105
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operating conditions (engine speed and load). Against this
background, the main goal of the present study is to eva-
luate the catalyst conversions for both ceramic and metallic
catalysts as a function of space velocities. The present data
is expected to contribute to clarify further the performance
of metallic and ceramic substrates under different engine
operating conditions and also to help modelers in code
development and validation. To this end, ceramic and
metallic three way catalytic converters have been compared
to assess the influence of the substrate geometrical and
physical parameters on the exhaust gas conversions for
several vehicle operating conditions. Both catalysts were
placed on a vehicle equipped with a 2.8 l DOHC V6 spark
ignition engine that was tested on a chassis dynamometer
under steady state conditions for several engine speeds
and loads. The data reported here include exhaust gas spe-
cies concentrations and temperatures taken both upstream
and downstream of the catalytic converter, as well as tem-
peratures in various locations within the substrate of the
catalysts.
(b) Physical proprieties of substrates

Specific heat capacity of
substrate (J/kg K)

463 719

Density of substrate
(kg/m3)

7650 1770

Bulk density of
substrate (kg/m3)

820 430

Substrate mass (g) 1165 628
Heat capacity of

substrate (J/K dm3)
390 326

Thermal conductibility
(W/m K)

13 1

Thermal expansion
(DL/L 10�6/K)

15 1

Maximum short-
duration operating
temperature (�C)

1500 1200

(c) Physical proprieties of washcoat

Washcoat material CeO2–Al2O3 CeO2–Al2O3

Washcoat technology Single layer Single layer
Specific heat capacity of

washcoat (J/kg K)
950 950

Density of washcoat (kg/m3) 2790 2790
Bulk density of

washcoat (kg/m3)
185 185

Washcoat mass (g) 281.2 281.2
Heat capacity of

washcoat (J/K dm3)
175.75 175.75

Thermal conductibility
of washcoat (W/m K)

1 1
2. Instrumentation and test procedures

The measurements reported here were carried out on a
vehicle equipped with a 2.8 l dual overhead cam (DOHC)
V6 spark ignition engine that has multi point fuel injection.
Table 1 lists the main characteristics of the engine. The
vehicle was tested on a chassis dynamometer (Maha
LPS200) under steady state conditions for a variety of
operating conditions in order to quantify the effects of
the space velocity on the conversion of the catalytic con-
verters. In this study, we have used two commercial cata-
lysts, and Table 2 lists their main characteristics. The
catalyst here referred to as TWC-M is a sinusoidal cell
metallic catalyst, and the one referred to as TWC-C is a
squared cell ceramic catalyst. In order to perform the
experiments, each catalyst was, in turn, placed in the so
called under floor position, replacing the original TWC
converter installed on the vehicle.

Engine control on line data was monitored using a
Bosch KTS 500 engine diagnostic scanner connected to a
diagnostic link located within the vehicle below the dash-
board. The scanner provided the following engine parame-
ters: intake mass air flow (g/s), intake air temperature (�C),
coolant temperature (�C), engine speed (rpm), throttle
position (%) and spark advance (�), among others.
Table 1
Main engine characteristics

Number of cylinders 6
Displacement (cm3) 2792
Bore (mm) 81
Stroke (mm) 90.3
Compression ratio 1:10
Injection system Motronic M 3.8.1
Number of valves 12 (2 per cylinder)

(d) Precious metals

Precious metal loading 7 Pd/1 Rh 7 Pd/1 Rh
Total mass of precious

metal (g)
1.159 1.159
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the vehicle exhaust system
and associated instrumentation for the measurements of
the gas emission data upstream and downstream of the
catalytic converter. Exhaust gas was sampled from the
exhaust pipe through stainless steel probes with the aid of



Fig. 1. Schematic of the vehicle exhaust system and associated instrumentation for measurement of the gas emission data upstream and downstream of the
catalytic converter.
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the suction pump as shown in Fig. 1. The analytical instru-
mentation included a magnetic pressure analyzer for O2

measurements, non-dispersive infrared gas analyzers for
CO2 and CO measurements, a flame ionization detector for
HC measurements and a chemiluminescent analyzer for
NOx measurements. Zero and span calibrations with stan-
dard mixtures were performed before and after each mea-
surement session. The maximum drift in the calibration
was within ±2% of the full scale.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the type K thermocouples
location in the vehicle exhaust system for measurement of
the temperatures of the exhaust gases and of the substrate
wall. As can be seen in the figure, thermocouples T1 and T6
allowed the measurement of the exhaust gas temperature
upstream and downstream of the catalytic converter, and
thermocouples T2, T3, T4 and T5 allowed measurement
of the substrate wall temperatures. Finally, thermocouple
T7 allowed measurement of the temperature of the gases
at the exit of the exhaust manifold.
Fig. 2. Schematic of the thermocouples location in the vehicle exhaust syste
substrate wall.
3. Test conditions

Table 3 summarizes the test conditions for which the
present study was performed. Note that in a previous work
[18], we have evaluated the concentrations of exhaust gas
species emissions upstream and downstream of the metallic
catalytic converter for the same engine operating condi-
tions analyzed in the present study.

The engine was tested under steady state operating con-
ditions (i.e. after engine warm up). For each engine speed
(2000, 3000 and 4000 rpm) tests were made for six different
loads (BMEP – break mean effective pressure). In addition,
the idle condition has also been studied. In order to esta-
blish steady state operating conditions, the vehicle was
operated continuously at a given speed and load for 20–
30 min before each measurement session.

It is important to stress that for steady state operating
conditions (engine speed and load), characteristics of real
road operation, the catalytic converters operate with the
m for measurement of the temperatures of the exhaust gases and of the



Table 3
Test conditions

Vehicle SV (k h�1) Re PHC PeHC PCO PeCO PNOx
PeNOx

Engine speed
(rpm)

BMEP
(bar)

TWC-M (metallic three way catalyst)

720 (idle) 0.00 7.8 13.8 0.009 2236.2 0.005 1302.7 0.004 1128.3
2000 0.00–2.91 22.1–51.3 33.3–67.9 0.021–0.041 5901.2–9981.5 0.012–0.024 2940.6–5765.2 0.010–0.021 2568.5–5035.7
3000 0.00–4.49 34.8–100.4 48.7–115.4 0.030–0.067 7269.6–16530.3 0.017–0.039 4198.8–9547.6 0.015–0.034 3667.6–8339.6
4000 0.00–5.25 48.9–135.2 64.3–148.2 0.039–0.086 9442.2–21113.2 0.023–0.050 5453.7–12194.6 0.019–0.043 4763.6–10651.7

TWC-C (ceramic three way catalyst)

720 (idle) 0.00 7.8 18.5 0.014 2660.4 0.008 1549.0 0.007 1342.3
2000 0.00–2.91 22.1–51.3 44.9–91.4 0.032–0.062 6005.3–11777.7 0.018–0.036 3496.5–6855.1 0.016–0.031 3029.7–5939.9
3000 0.00–4.49 34.8–100.4 65.6–155.3 0.045–0.103 8574.9–19498.3 0.026–0.060 4992.6–11352.7 0.023–0.052 4326.0–9837.0
4000 0.00–5.25 48.9–135.2 86.6–199.5 0.059–0.132 11137.5–24904.0 0.034–0.077 6484.7–14500.1 0.030–0.067 5618.9–12564.2
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space velocities (SV) listed in Table 3. The space velocity is
defined as

SV ¼ 80:64
_mg

MgV c

ð1Þ

where _mg is the exhaust gas mass flow rate, Mg is the exhaust
gas molecular weight (taken equal to 0.028966 kg/mol
[19]), Vc is the three way catalytic converter volume and
SV (which is the reciprocal of the residence time) has units
of k h�1.

In order to characterize the flow within the channels of
the catalytic converters, the dimensionless Reynolds
number, Re, transverse Peclet number, Pi, and axial Peclet
number, Pei were evaluated for all test conditions (see
Table 3). The subscript i in the transverse and axial Peclet
numbers denotes the chemical specium dependence of both
dimensionless numbers – see Eqs. (3) and (4). It is assumed
that all catalyst channels have the same velocity profile,
temperature and conversion characteristics. The following
equations define the dimensionless numbers mentioned
above:

Re ¼
qgvd

lg

ð2Þ

P i ¼
R2

Xv
Dm;iL

ði ¼ CO;HC;NOxÞ ð3Þ

Pei ¼
vL

Dm;i
ði ¼ CO;HC;NOxÞ ð4Þ

where qg is the exhaust gas density, v is the flow velocity in
the longitudinal direction (see below), d is the hydraulic
diameter of the catalyst channels, lg is the dynamic visco-
sity of the exhaust gas, RX is the effective transverse diffu-
sion length (defined as RX = AX/PX, where AX and PX

are the cross-sectional area and wetted perimeter of the
channel, respectively, RX = d/4), L is the length of the
channel and Dm,i is the molecular diffusion of the reacting
specium i in the exhaust gas mixture.

The square of the transverse Thiele modulus, /2
S;i, also

referred to as the local Damköhler number, was used to
characterize the mass transport and the catalytic reaction.
This number is defined as follows:

/2
S;i ¼

4RXkS;i

Dm;i
ði ¼ CO;HC;NOxÞ ð5Þ

where kS,i is the effective surface rate constant of the rea-
cting specium.

The properties of the exhaust gas are calculated from
equations presented in Silva et al. [18], and the flow velocity
within the channels is calculated as follows:

v ¼ _mg

qgeAf

ð6Þ

where e is the catalyst void fraction (open frontal area) and
Af is the frontal area of the catalytic converter.

Eqs. (3)–(5) are defined based on the following four
characteristic times:

tc ¼
L
v

ð7Þ

td;i ¼
R2

X

Dm;i
ð8Þ

tz;i ¼
L2

Dm;i
ð9Þ

tR;i ¼
ðRX=4Þ

kS;i
ð10Þ

where tc is the convection (or residence) time, td,i is the
transverse (radial) diffusion time, tz,i is the longitudinal
(axial) diffusion time and tR,i is the wall reaction time. In
Eq. (3), Pi is defined as the ratio of the transverse diffusion
time ðR2

X=Dm;iÞ to the residence time (L/v); in Eq. (4), Pei is
defined as the ratio of the axial diffusion time (L2/Dm,i) to
the residence time (L/v); and in Eq. (5), /2

S;i is defined as the
ratio of the transverse diffusion time ðR2

X=Dm;iÞ to the wall
reaction time (RX/4kS,i).

Returning to the SV definition (Eq. (1)), it is seen that
SV is a function of the exhaust gas mass flow rate, which
is the same for both catalysts at a given operating condi-
tion, and is inversely proportional to the catalyst volume,
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Fig. 4. Exhaust gas mass flow rate through the catalytic converter for
different operating conditions.
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which is also the same for both catalysts. In view of this,
Table 3 reveals that SV has the same value for both subs-
trates for a given vehicle operating condition. The dimen-
sionless numbers Re, Pi and Pei are, however, different
for the same vehicle operating condition because they are
functions of variables that are directly (the hydraulic diam-
eter) or indirectly (the effective transverse diffusion length
and the flow velocity) dependent on the geometrical propri-
eties of the substrates (see Eqs. (2)–(4)); indeed Table 3
shows that the ceramic substrate has higher Re, Pi and
Pei values as compared with the metallic substrate. Specif-
ically, Re, Pi and Pei are 34.6%, 53.2% and 18.9%, respec-
tively, higher for the ceramic substrate as compared with
the metallic substrate for each operating condition. It can
also be observed (see Table 3) that Pi and Pei are higher
for HC, following by those for CO and NOx. This is due
to the different diffusion coefficients of the chemical species
in the complex exhaust gas mixture, which is higher for
NOx, following by those for CO and HC.

The flow regime in the exhaust manifold is turbulent
[20]. Within the channels of the catalytic converter, how-
ever, the Reynolds number indicates that the flow is lami-
nar [21] – for the present study Re is always below 200
for all conditions. The transition of flow regime (i.e. from
turbulent in the exhaust manifold to laminar within the
channels of the monolith) occurs a few millimeters after
the entrance in the monolith channels, that is, after the
entrance region, the flow is fully developed in all the
extension of the monolith channels. The transport of the
chemical gas species to the surface of the monolith is
guaranteed mainly by diffusion (Pi 6 0.132 for the present
study), while the axial transport is primarily guaranteed by
convection (Pei P 1128.3 for the present study).

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 3 shows the exhaust gas temperature at the catalyst
inlet for different operating conditions [18], and Fig. 4
shows the exhaust gas mass flow rate through the catalytic
converter, also for different operating conditions. It can be
seen that the temperature at the converter inlet increases
with BMEP and engine speed (Fig. 3). Fig. 4 reveals that
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Fig. 3. Exhaust gas temperature at the catalyst inlet for different operating
conditions [18].
the exhaust gas mass flow rate also increases with BMEP
and engine speed. It should be stressed that BMEP is pro-
portional to the mass that is introduced into the combus-
tion chamber. Furthermore, note that the BMEP
corresponds to the effective work per unit of engine swept
volume, and hence, it is independent of the engine dimen-
sions. For this reason, it allows for direct comparisons
among different engines being widely used in the literature
to define the load operating condition of the vehicle.

Space velocity is a common parameter used in the lite-
rature when conversions of catalytic converters are
analyzed [22]. Fig. 5 shows the space velocity as a function
of BMEP [18]. It can be seen that the space velocity for
different engine speeds increases linearly with load and that
higher engine speeds are associated with higher space
velocities.

Table 4 shows the catalyst conversions of HC, CO and
NOx at idle for both catalysts (TWC-M and TWC-C). Figs.
6–11 show the conversion of HC, CO and NOx as a
function of space velocity for the two catalytic converters
studied here (TWC-M and TWC-C). The values for the
conversions for vehicle operation at idle given in Table 4
are lower than those shown in Figs. 6–11. This observation
is mainly due to the low temperature of the exhaust gases at
the monolith inlet for the idle condition (T1 = 190 �C).
This means that the substrates do not attain adequate tem-
peratures for suitable reactions. In addition, for idle, the
wall temperature of both substrates at the monolith inlet
(measured by thermocouples T2 and T3, see Fig. 2) is lower
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Fig. 5. Space velocity as a function of BMEP [18].



Table 4
Measured conversions at idle

Catalyst Conversion efficiency (%)

HC CO NOx

TWC-M (metallic three way catalyst) 45.62 33.52 47.32
TWC-C (ceramic three way catalyst) 31.58 32.08 43.33
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Fig. 6. Conversion of HC for the TWC-M as a function of space velocity.
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Fig. 7. Conversion of HC for the TWC-C as a function of space velocity.
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Fig. 8. Conversion of CO for the TWC-M as a function of space velocity.
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Fig. 9. Conversion of CO for the TWC-C as a function of space velocity.
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Fig. 10. Conversion of NOx for the TWC-M as a function of space
velocity.
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Fig. 11. Conversion of NOx for the TWC-C as a function of space
velocity.
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than that of the exhaust gases at the catalyst inlet, revealing
that heat generation at the wall due to the CO and HC oxi-
dation reactions is irrelevant. The O2 concentration at the
catalytic converter outlet (0.67% for the TWC-M) is maxi-
mum at idle, which substantiates that the CO and HC oxi-
dation reactions are kinetic limited. Botas et al. [23] showed
that the presence of NO in the exhaust gases inhibits the
CO and HC oxidation reactions, requiring higher tempera-
ture to reach similar CO and HC conversions.
In regard to the CO conversions at idle, Table 4 reveals
low conversions, comparable to those found for HC,
regardless of the catalytic substrate. At the catalyst inlet,
the CO concentrations are higher than those of HC [18];
despite this, the conversions of CO and HC are similar
because the CO oxidation starts at lower temperatures
(see, for example [23]).

The conversion of NOx at idle also presents low values.
This is due to NO reduction being highly inhibited under
oxidizing conditions because CO reacts preferentially with
O2 at low temperatures [23]. However, in contrast with HC,
the NOx concentrations at the catalyst inlet for steady state
operating conditions are minimum (120.8 ppm) for idle.
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This is essentially due to the strong reduction of the contri-
bution of the NO thermal mechanism to the global NOx

emissions. Note that this mechanism is responsible for
about 99% of the NO formation for stoichiometric condi-
tions in spark ignition engines [24]. In spite of the catalyst
conversions being low at idle, the NOx emissions are
modest. In fact, the NOx emissions for idle are inferior to
those of all other operating conditions that have conver-
sions above 90%, as seen in Figs. 10 and 11.

At idle, the space velocity is lower than for all other
operating conditions, as seen in Table 3, so that the resi-
dence time is maximum at idle. However, the lower tempe-
ratures of the exhaust gases and of the substrate walls at
idle increase the reaction time strongly because the catalytic
reactions are too slow. This indicates that the observed
limitations in the catalysts conversions at idle are mainly
kinetic.

Returning to Figs. 6–11, it is seen that the conversions of
both catalytic converters are always above 50%, regardless
of the chemical specium. Furthermore, the HC conversion
seems to be the most sensitive to space velocity.

Fig. 6 reveals that, up to spaces velocities around
70 k h�1, the HC conversion increases with space velocity.
At low space velocities, the residence time is high and the
transverse Peclet number is low, which promote the conver-
sion. However, the substrate temperature at low space
velocities is also low and not adequate to guarantee short
reaction times for effective HC catalyst oxidation. As a
consequence, at low space velocities, the HC conversion
is kinetic controlled.

Figs. 6 and 7 indicate that the TWC-C presents better HC
conversions for lower space velocities as compared with that
of the TWC-M. In this way, the kinetic limitations observed
for the TWC-M are more pronounced than those observed
for the TWC-C, possibly due to the easier ignition of the
ceramic substrate as compared to the metallic substrate
[25]. Both geometries, sinusoidal in metallic substrates
and squared in ceramic substrates, have corners in their
transversal sections. For this reason, the transverse diffu-
sion length is not constant along the channel boundaries,
and consequently, the heat and mass transfer coefficients
are small as the corners are approached. The maximum
temperatures are located at the corners, where the transfer
coefficients are small, and the minimum temperatures are
located in the middle of the sides where the transfer coeffi-
cients are high. The thermal conductivity of ceramic
substrates is lower than that of metallic substrates (see
Table 2), which leads to the establishment of thermal gra-
dients in the circumferential direction of the channel. The
behavior is significantly different for the metallic catalyst.
In this case, the higher thermal conductivity of the metallic
catalyst promotes a more uniform temperature along
the circumferential direction so that the ignition in this
monolith is towards higher temperatures.

Since both substrates analyzed here have the same pre-
cious metal loading, the best performance of the TWC-C
for the lowest spaces velocities (Figs. 6 and 7) can be attri-
buted to the lower thermal conductivity of its substrate as
compared with that of the TWC-M.

Fig. 6 shows that for the TWC-M, the HC conversion
reaches a maximum at space velocities around 70 k h�1,
beyond which a further increase in the space velocity
reduces the conversion. This means that the low reaction
times for high space velocities are not sufficient to guaran-
tee higher conversions, and consequently, HC conversion is
limited by mass transfer between the exhaust gases and the
surface wall. Fig. 7 shows the same behavior for the TWC-
C; however, the limitation occurs at lower space velocities
(around 45 k h�1). This can be attributed to the higher
transverse Peclet number of the ceramic substrate for a
given operating condition. In fact, Table 3 shows trans-
verse Peclet numbers for the TWC-C 53.2% higher than
the corresponding transverse Peclet numbers for the
TWC-M. Thus, despite the space velocities being the same
for both substrates at a given operating condition, the
higher transverse Peclet number for the TWC-C limits its
conversion more extensively.

Fig. 8 shows that the dependency of the CO conversion
for the TWC-M on space velocity is similar to that
observed for HC in Fig. 6. The limitation due to the high
reaction times at low space velocities is, however, less pro-
nounced. In regard to the TWC-C, Fig. 9 shows that the
CO conversion is limited at high space velocities, although
in a less pronounced way than that observed for the HC in
Fig. 7. In regard to the CO conversion, the transition from
kinetic to mass transfer control is less evident in both
catalytic converters, as compared to the HC conversion.
However, the calculation of the square of the transverse
Thiele modulus, /2

S;i, for the CO oxidation indicates that
for high space velocities (which correspond to higher
temperatures), the reaction rates increase, following an
exponential dependence on temperature. This means that
at higher temperatures, the mass transfer process will
become rate limiting to an increasing extent.

Figs. 10 and 11 show that the NOx conversion is less
sensitive to space velocity than that of HC. In particular,
in the case of the TWC-M (Fig. 10), it is not noticeable that
the NOx conversion limitation occurs at high spaces velo-
cities as it does for both HC and CO (see Figs. 6 and 8).
At low space velocities, the NOx conversions are higher
than those observed for both HC and CO, regardless of
catalyst type. Both high residence times and low NOx con-
centrations at the catalyst inlet are responsible for the high-
est NOx conversions observed in Fig. 10. Given that the
NO reduction takes place preferentially in environments
with CO [26], the kinetic limitation that occurs for HC
and CO is less pronounced for NOx, namely because the
CO concentrations at the catalyst inlet are independent of
the engine operating conditions [18].

At high space velocities, Fig. 11 reveals that the NOx

conversion is lower for the TWC-C, as also observed by
Lafyatis et al. [27]. In part, this is because the transverse
Peclet number of the ceramic substrate is higher as com-
pared with that of the metallic substrate, which penalizes
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its performance, especially at high space velocities. As seen
in Fig. 5, higher space velocities correspond to higher
engine speeds and loads that are characteristics of highway
driving. This is a problem because NOx emissions at the
catalyst inlet are higher for these operating conditions
[18]. Consequently, for these conditions, the conversions
are a strong function of the mass transfer process, which
is discussed below.

The geometry of the channel is one of the most impor-
tant design parameters that influence the catalytic con-
verter performance. For extreme operating conditions,
both the residence time and the reaction time decrease.
However, the reaction time decreases much more than
the residence time due to the exponential dependency of
the catalytic reactions on temperature. Therefore, the con-
version limitation is essentially due to the external mass
transfer process. This limitation can be reduced through
utilization of catalytic converters that have channels with
high mass transfer coefficient.

One important parameter that determines the influence
of the channel shape is the adsorption efficiency of pollu-
tants on the catalytic wall. Therefore, the mass transfer effi-
ciency along the wetted perimeter for a square or a
sinusoidal cell is not constant, being significantly lower at
the edges. The flow field around the edges in both cell
shapes is characterized by very low velocities (low mass
transfer and high back pressure).

The cell shape influences both the geometrical surface
area (GSA) and the washcoat distribution. Non-uniform
washcoat distribution affects negatively the GSA, which
can be expressed by the coating factor (CF) as follows:

CF ¼ GSAuncoated �GSAcoated

GSAuncoated

ð11Þ

For the geometrical properties given in Table 2, the calcu-
lated values of CF for the TWC-M and for the TWC-C are
0.126 and 0.078, respectively. The asymptotic Sherwood
numbers for constant wall temperature are ShT1 = 3.656
for cells with circular shape and ShT1 = 2.966 and 2.977
for cells of sinusoidal and square shapes, respectively. In
both substrates, the washcoat material leads to round cor-
ners, and thereby, the values of the Sherwood numbers of
the sinusoidal and square channels approach that of the
circular channels. This increase in the Sherwood numbers
with coating is advantageous; however, this leads to a de-
crease in the values of the GSA. Among others, Umehara
et al. [16] have demonstrated the importance of higher
GSA, especially for higher exhaust gases flows. In this
study, as observed earlier, the TWC-M exhibits better
performance than the TWC-C for high space velocities.
This can be attributed to the higher GSA value of the
TWC-M.

Improvements in conversion for high space velocities
can be achieved with catalytic converters with longer chan-
nels (longer residence times), or smaller hydraulic diame-
ters, which can be achieved with substrates that have
higher cell density [28]. Both solutions reduce the transver-
sal Peclet number and, thus, increase the conversion. How-
ever, the pressure losses through the catalyst increase with
increasing channel length and cell density, which penalize
the vehicle performance. Pannone and Mueller [17] showed
that the performance is typically penalized by around
0.30 kW/kPa of back pressure.

High cell density implies smaller hydraulic diameter of
the channels and also more contact area between the
exhaust gases and the catalyst surface. The use of ultra thin
wall substrates minimizes the negative effect of high cell
density on pressure drop. In this respect, metallic substrates
present advantages as compared with ceramic substrates
because of the technical possibility of designing metallic
substrates with thinner walls. It should be stressed that
recently, there have been advances in extruding thin wall
ceramic monoliths (see, for example [29]).

5. Conclusions

The main conclusions are as follows:

(i) at low space velocities, the ceramic substrate presents
better conversions, particularly for HC and CO, as
compared to the metallic substrate, possibly because
of its lower thermal conductivity, which facilitates
local ignition;

(ii) at high space velocities, the metallic substrate pre-
sents better conversions, as compared to the ceramic
substrate, mainly because of its larger geometric sur-
face area and lower transverse Peclet number;

(iii) in general, the conversion of HC for small space
velocities is kinetically controlled, while for high
space velocities, it is mass transfer limited; both limi-
tations are less pronounced for the conversion of CO
and insignificant for the conversion of NOx.
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